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Abstract

Spin polarized low energy electrons with well-defined energy and direc¬

tion are injected into a spin polarized Cu/Co/Cu(100) quantum well

structure. The intensity of the specularly reflected beam oscillates as

a function of the Cu thickness, indicating that the quantum well acts

as a Fabry-Pérot type interferometer. The spin resolved intensities are

phase shifted, proving spin selectivity of the interferometer. The period

diverges when the electron energy approaches a band edge.

Interlayer exchange coupling (IXC) has been investigated with mag¬

neto-optical Kerr effect on the Co/Cu system. We find a surprising

strong temperature dependence. A non magnetic cap layer produces

pronounced oscillations of the IXC with periods of 2.5 and 5.5 atomic

layers (AL). The oscillations are strong enough to switch the coupling
from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic and vice-versa. The Co film

thickness strongly affects the IXC as well, with a period of 2 AL.
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Zusammenfassung

Wir streuen niederenergetische, spinpolarisicrte Elektronen mit be¬

kannter Energie und Richtung an einer magnetisicrten Cu/Co/Cu(100)-
Quantcntopfstruktur. Die Intensität des spiegelnd reflektierten Strahls

oszilliert als Funktion der Cu-Dicke, was zeigt, dass der Quantentopf ein

Fabry-Pérot-Interferometcr für Elektronen bildet. Die spinaufgelösten
Intensitäten sind phasenverschoben, was die Spinabhängigkeif des In¬

terferometers beweist. Die Periode divergiert, wenn sich die Elektronen-

energic einem Bandrand nähert.

Mit magneto-optischem Kerreffekt wird die Zwischenschicht-Aus¬

tauschkopplung (IXC) am Co/Cu-System untersucht. Wir finden eine

überraschend grosse Temperaturabhängigkeit. Eine nichtmagnetische
Deckschicht erzeugt Oszillationen der IXC mit Perioden von 2.5 und

5.5 Atomlagen (AL). Die Oszillationen sind stark genug, um die Kopp¬

lung zwischen ferromagnetisch und antiferromagnetisch mehrmals zu

wechseln. Die Co-Filmdicke beeinflusst ebenfalls stark die IXC, mit

einer Periode von 2 AL.
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Introduction

Atomically thin magnetic films have special properties. Because of

their small thickness, electron interference occurs. In addition, the

interference process is spin dependent. In this thesis, two different

electron interference effects are studied. In chapter 3 we investigate
the interaction of a polarized electron beam with a magnetic quantum

well. This study produces a picture of the electron wave function in

a quantum well. The experimental technique is spin polarized low en¬

ergy electron diffraction. We extend a model by Loly and Pendry to

explain our experimental data and discuss its implication for interlayer

exchange coupling (IXC). A detailed study of interlayer exchange cou¬

pling is presented in chapter 4. Magneto-optical Kerr effect was used

10 perform experiments. We studied the influence of temperature, of a

cap layer and of magnetic laver thicknesses on IXC. Foi our study, we

have used a multilayer structure based on Co and Cu grown epitaxially
on Cu(100). As Cu has a relatively simple Fermi surface, it is possible
to compare experimental results with theoretical models.

We start with a brief description of the experimental techniques
used {chapter 1), In chapter 2 we give some facts about sample prepa¬

ration
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Chapter 1

Experimental Techniques

1.1 MOKE

Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) in the transversal geometry was

used (see Fig. 1.1) to investigate the in-plane magnetization. Linearly

laser

sample

H
polarizer

polarizer

\ photo diode

Figure 1.1: Schematic MOKE setup.

polarized light reflected at the sample passes a second polarizer and

goes in a photo diode. The change of the reflected intensity, when the

magnetic field is switched, is proportional to the magnetization. It is
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about 0.01% for an atomically thin film. MOKE measures the total

magnetic moment over about 100 surface atomic lavers.

We used a diode laser with 635 nm wave length. For measurements

on wedge structures the laser beam can be focused. The spot size

is 35 fjm. The hysteresis loops in Fig. 1.2 are the averages over ten

sweeps.

2M

1 ,

2H
.m

c

sat

0.5M

} 1

(a)

Figure 1.2: Three typical hysteresis loops: a) Square loop, h) loop shifted

by anisotropy or antiferromagnctic coupling, c) loop shifted by antiferro-

magnetic coupling.

1.2 SPLEED

Spin polarized low eneigy electron diffraction [1] (SPLEED) is a very

surface sensitive tool. The probing depth for low eneigv electrons is

about 3 AL. The sketch in Fig. 1.3 shows the SPLEED experiment.
As a source of polarized electrons we used a strained GaAs crystal.
To achieve negative electron affinity Cs and O2 was deposited before

use. We irradiate the source with circularly polarized light from a

diode laser. Longitudinal spin polarized electrons are photo emitted.

This electrons are deflected by 90° in order to obtain a transversal

polaiizcd beam at the sample. The beam polarization can be switched

by changing the handiness of the laser light with a Pockels cell used as

a A/4 retarder. In the SPLEED experiment, the sample is magnetized
bv a field pulse. The magnetic field is switched off and the number

of elasticallv reflected electrons is counted, for incident electrons with

spin parallel and antipaiallel to the magnetization. This gives us the
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spin asymmetry

P() -fi*up + ßdown

with Po being the spin polarization of the incoming electron beam, m

our case P0 ~ 40%. All measurements weie done with a fixed angle
of incidence of 20° with respect to the surface normal. The electron

energy resolution is about 1 eY. Tvpically. we count half a million

electrons per data point: this gives us good statistics.

Figure 1.3: Spin polarized low energy electron diffraction: a.) diode laser

(X=785 nrn, hu=1.58 eV). h) linear polarized light, c) Pockels cell, d) cir¬

cularly polarized light, e) GaAs crystal, f) energy analyzer, g) polarized

electron beam, h) electro-static lenses, i) sample, k) coil, m) reflected elec¬

tron beam, p) channeltron.

1.3 STM

Foi checking the quality of the surface substrate and the epitaxial films

we used, in addition to LEED and Augei spectroscopy, a home made

room temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM) with clectro-

chemicallv etched tungsten tips [2].
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Chapter 2

cample Jrreparation

The experiments were performed with the sample in ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) at a base pressure of 3 • 10~n mbar. We can characterize the

sample with low energy electron diffraction (LEED), Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
Our substrate is a copper single crystal. The surface is mechanically

and electro-chemically polished and has a miscut of 0.7° with respect
to the (lOO)-plain. The miscut induces steps parallel to the [110]-
direction. After sputtering with argon ions and annealing at « 500°C

the surface is fiat on an atomic scale and the steps are visible by scan¬

ning tunneling microscopy (for STM micrographs see [3]).
Thin films weie grown by moleculai beam epitaxy (MBE) at about

2 • 10~U) mbar pressure. The rate of deposition was controlled be a

quartz balance and by Auger spectroscopy |4j. We worked with depo¬
sition rates between 0.1 and 0.6 atomic layers (AL) per minute.

2.1 Growing Co on Cu(100)

Cobalt on copper grows in a fee lattice (bulk Co: hep). Ramsperger
et al. [4] have shown the first atomic layers (AL) grow epitaxially, al¬

most layer by layer. The size and shape of the two-dimensional islands

responsible for the layer-by-layer growth depends on the growth tem¬

perature [3]. Thicker films (œ 14 AL) show dislocations induced by
the mismatch of the lattice constants (the next neighbor distance in

hep bulk Co is approximately 2% smaller then in fee Cu). In the STM

micrographs, dislocation lines along the (110) and (lTO)-dircction arc

visible (see Fig.2.1). The formation of these lines changes the magnetic

properties [5].
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Figute 2 1 STM miciogiaph, 25 AL Co on Cu(lOO), 200 A x 200 4,

tunneling cunent 0 26 nA. sample voltage 0 59 V.

2.2 Growing Cu on Co/Cu(100)

As described by Wuisch et al. [6] the morphology of a copper film grown

on a Co/Cu(100) structure depends on the temperature at deposition:
At room temperatuie there aie little pyramids some atomic layers high
The average roughness is about 3 atomic lavers. If the sample is cooled

at to ~120°C during growth, the films aie almost perfectly flat
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Chapter 3

Spin Selective Interferometry

Quantum interference of electron waves in Fabry-Pérot-type solid-state

resonators has been observed in a number of quantum well structures.

The applications of this phenomenon include quantum-well based semi¬

conductor devices |7], accurate mapping of the band structure of solids

and surfaces [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and visualizing the spatial dependence
of quantum mechanical wave functions by means of scanning tunneling

spectroscopy (STS) [12, 13, 141. In the experiment presented in this

chapter we demonstrate that the Fabrv-Pérot quantum well resonator

can be made spin selective [15].
The Cu/Co films were grown bv molecular beam epitaxy at room

temperature on top of a Cu(100) single crystal. First we grow a Co film

of 5 atomic layers (AL) thickness followed by a Cu cap layer. During
film growth we perform two experiments simultaneously: magneto-

optic Kerr effect (MOKE) [6] and spin polarized low energy electron

Diffraction (SPLEED). MOKE is used to determine the thickness of the

various films. Oscillations at the coercive field, probed with the Kerr

effect, give the thickness calibration. The peiiod of these oscillations is

1 AL for a Co layer grown on Cu [16] and 2.5 ± 0.2 AL for a Cu layer

grown on top of a Co layer [6] (oscillations see Fig. A.l, p. 38).

3.1 Spin Asymmetry

The resonator consists of a Cu film of variable thickness da covering
an in-plane magnetized Co film [6]. Low energy electrons are injected
into the resonator from the vacuum side. Apart from having a well

defined energy and direction, they are spin polarized, with polarization

parallel (up) or antiparallel (clown) to the magnetization of the Co
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film. Some electrons are specularly reflected at the same energy: the

specularly reflected intensities i?up(down) are measured separately for

each spin channel [17] as a function of the film thickness güCu. We

define a spin asymmetry as ,4 = 1/P0 • (i?up - i?down)/(-Rup + -^down)
[17], Pq being the spin polarization of the incoming electron beam, in

our case Pn ~ 40%.

dCu[AL

Figure 3.1: a) Oscillatory behavior of the experimental specularly reflected

intensities i?
up(down) as a function of the resonator thickness for the two

spin channels. i?Up(downH^Cu) were measured m real time during growth.
Electron energy: 10.8 eV. The underlying Co ßlm was a 5 AL thick, b) Spin

asymmetry as a function ofdew obtained from Fig. 3.1a.

Fig. 3.1a shows i?Up(downi as a function of dçn at a fixed eneigy of

12.8 eY and an angle of incidence of 20°. Both curves have one single
oscillatory component with the same period. In addition, i?Up(^cu) is

13



shifted with respect to i?down(^Cu)- This shift is provided by the spin

dependent potential at the Co-Cu interface. As a consequence of this

spin dependent shift the spin asymmetrv A = (Rw — Rdovm)/(Rup +

-Rdown) shows pronounced up-down oscillations as a function of dcu [18],
which are the fingerprint of spin dependent quantum interference [19].

3.2 Model Proposed by Loly and Pendry

Spin dependent quantum interference can be understood within the

model proposed bv Loly and Pendry (LP) [20]. Tn this model, a Bloch

electron is confined along one spatial direction within a thin film N

AL thick. The confining potential barrier is taken, by the way of il¬

lustration, to be infinite. In the limit N —» oo electron states can be

labeled by a Bloch vector k. In the direction of confinement k assumes

all values in the range [-kßZ.kBZ]< where kßZ defines the boundary of

the first Brillouin zone. In this limit, the possible energy levels form

energy bands. When N has finite values, only a discrete set, of equally

spaced k values is allowed in the direction of confinement, the spac¬

ing being equal to ir/(N -a) (a = interlayer spacing). This causes the

energy bands to collapse onto a discrete set of allowed energy values,

known as quantum well states (QWS) [10. 11, 21), see Fig. 3.2. The

potential barriers on both sides of the resonator can be lowered, e.g. by

terminating the film on one side with vacuum and on the other with

a substrate. QWS located above the vacuum energy become quan¬

tum well resonances [19, 21], that is thev form, within a continuum

spectrum, a discrete set of energies at which electrons can be prefer¬
entially injected into the resonator [21. 22. 23). When N is increased,

the allowed k values move toward the nearest Brillouin zone bound¬

ary to accommodate more states within the finite inteival iO.Ä'g-j. sec

Fig. 3.2.

Correspondingly, the allowed energy levels drift toward the nearest

band edge — with the exception of the band edges themselves, which

are pinned by the crystal potential. As a consequence of this movement,

allowed energy states will enter periodically a given energy level E

when N is vaiied. thus producing the oscillatory component reported in

Fig. 3.1a. Let us now suppose that the substrate side of the resonator

is magnetically active. This potential barrier is spin dependent [24,

25]. The wave function reflected at this potential barrier suffers a

spin dependent phase shift: this is the origin of the shift observed

in Fig. 3.1a. Note that the same quantum well can be used for spin

14



selection Let us assume injecting a beam of unpolan/ed electrons mto

the resonator. Spin up electrons might be poorly reflected back — sav

at a minimum of JRup(dcu)- Because of the shift, spin-down electrons

are more efficiently reflected and as a result the reflected beam is spin

polarized, and its spin polarization can be modulated by varying dcu-

Within the LP model, one can calculate the oscillation period: in

the following we label the theoretically expected period ALP. When N

is varied, QWS move depending on their distance from the Brillouin

>

>-,

Ö

0

r A

Â>

X

Figure 3 2: An inierferorneiei model for Bloch electrons. The ßgure shows

the calculated baud structure of Cu along the A dhection The oiigm of the

energy scale is the Fcinn level Ep For simplicity, only one unoccupied band

is shown, this band is the only unoccupied one along A below E « 16 eV

Om calculations place the position of the bottom of this band at ?s 7 eV,

while experiments [10] (ours included) find the bottom at about 8 eV. Our

experiments arc performed 20° off the A direction, but numerical LEED

calculations, which take explicitely this offset into account [26], indicate the

presence of a similar unoccupied band along the direction probed by the

experiment. If Cu has a unite thickness, quantized levels (black dots) arc

produced, which, following the arrows, approach the nearest zone edge when

the thickness is incieased and take the position indicated bv the open circles.
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zone boundary, see Fig. 3.2 To find the period Alp. we equaf the

distance between two consecutive black dots, calculated by LP to be

OE it

dk Na

with the change in energy produced bv A'aiying N. Avhich we calculate

to be
BE I

This leads to the equation

\LP=-n/(HE)-~kBz). (3 1)

This equation explicitely shows that the theoretically expected ALP is

energy dependent, i.e. Alp = >\lP(E), and contains the pinning of the

band edges bv the crystal potential when N is changed, leading to a

singular behavior of the peiiod at the zone boundary L27]

3.3 Experimental Determination of the Pe¬

riod

Fig. 3.3a reports A(dcn) measured at different electron energies E.

Each plot contains one single period A(E) which increases when E

is decreased. At E ~ 7.5 eY the period is too large to be deter¬

mined A similar energy dependence is apparent from the plots of

Fig. 3.3b, which stimmaiize the results of numerical full dvnarmcal

laver-dependcnt LEED and spin polarized LEED calculations |19] for

a svstem consisting of A* Cu lavers on top of a semi-infinite fee Co(OOl)
crystal, with N = 0, I, 2, 3, 1 [26. 29], The experimental A(E) (Fig. 3 4),
obtained from Fig. 3 3a, shows the two important features pi edict ed

bv the LP model

i) a divergence at £0 ~ 8 f eY — that is in the range of energies
where an unoccupied band of Cu meets the zone boundary, see Fig. 3.2

and

it) a functional dependence of A(E) which agrees with the one ex¬

pected from the LP model. In fact, near the zone boundary, (k(E) —

kns) oc (E - EBz)112 [30]. Thus, ALP(£) oc (E - EBs)3 Avith the power

law exponent i = —1/2. We find that the experimental A(E) plot¬
ted as log(A) versus \og(E — £"0) is best fitted bv a straight line with

Eq = 8.1 eY and slope —O.6Z0i« see mS(^ m f^R- 3 1. The uncertainty

16



m the determination of the slope is due to the fact that the value of

Eq is only known to be found in the range from 7.5 eV to 8.3 eY, see

Fig. 3.3.

A cuiwe similar to Fig. 3 4 is also observed when a Co film of vari¬

able thickness is deposited on top of a Cu(100) crystal, see Fig 3.5.

0 S JO 15 20 25 0 2 4

dCu [AL] dCu [AL]

Figure 3 3: a) Set of experimental ,4(n'eu) curves taken for different en¬

ergies, the underlying Co ßhn being œ 5 AL thick b) Calculated spin

asymmetiv [26] (normalized to its value at den = 0) The calculations have

been perfoimed at integer numbers ofden- shown is the spline interpolation.

Both sets of curves show one single oscillatory component. It is evident bv

inspection that the period of the oscillation grows when a lower energy limit

is approached.
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However, the divergence of the period now appears at higher energies
of Eq ?» 10.9 eY. This is consistent with the picture of the unoccupied
bands in Co being effectively shifted with respect to Cu by ?» I -- 2 e\

towards higher values [10, 31 j.

3.4 Connection to IXC

As an important experimental application of spin dependent electron

interferometry aa'c determine the energy dependence of the oscillation

period A(E) and show that the experimental A(E) diverges when E

approaches the band edge at the Brillouin /one boundary. According to

Bruno 132) and Stiles [33], Aidcu) is the origin of interlayer exchange

coupling (IXC). Thus, the results of this chapter demonstrate some

aspects of IXC which have not vet been detected experimentally, like

the energy dependence of the IXC oscillation period and its divergence
when a Brillouin zone boundary is approached [34, 35].

10 12 14 16 U

E[eVl

20 22 24

Figure 3.4: Experimental values of A as a function of the energy for

Cu/'Co/'Cu(lOO). The uncertainty of the energy is the width of the elastic

peak in the energy spectrum of the specularly reflected electrons. The data

in this ßgure suggests a lower energy limit Eq at ^ 8.1 eV. Inset: the same

data plotted in a log-log scale, demonstrating the power law dependence of

the period on the energy. The best ßt to the data is a straight line with

slope —0.61.
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Considering that A(dçu) is the origin of mteilayei exchange coupling
(IXC) [32, 33], we might think of the present interfeiometer as an exper¬

imental simulation of this phenomenon. In standard IXC experiments.
t\Aro magnetic films are magnetically coupled through a non-magnetic

spacer acting as a resonator. Upon varving the spacer thickness, the

coupling of the two films changes periodically between ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic, the periods being determined by the extremal

spanning vectors of the Fermi surface [32, 33]. Typically, thcic are

manv peiiods. corresponding to different paiallel components of the

extremal spanning vector [33]. With respect to standard IXC experi¬

ments, the present spin interferometer allows for the first time to select

one single parallel momentum and to investigate the energy dependence
of the coupling period, thus extending the understanding of coupling

phenomena beyond the constraint E = EF (EF: Fermi energy). The

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

dCo [ALT

Figure 3.5: A as a function of the Co him thickness for different electron

cneigies. (The plots are shifted vertical. Atl is zero at dco=0-) Inset: The

period A as a function of the electron energy. The data in this ßgure suggest

a lower energy limit E(, at ?s 10.9 eV. The accuracy of the data is not enough
for a reliable critical exponent determination.
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results piesented in Figs. 3 1-3.4 demonstrate the folloAving-
i) Restricting the parallel momentum to one single component pro¬

duces the selection of one single period, see Fig. 3.3, in agreement with

our understanding of IXC [33].
n) The oscillation in Bnp(dc\A and i?down(ö,Cu) nas tne same period,

in agreement Avith IXC-models [33].
m) The coupling period might be very short but can become very

large if the energy approaches a band edge, see Fig. 3.4. This was

realized m the earlier days of IXC 131. 35] but never systematically
tested. In fact, studving the energy dependence of the period in stan¬

dard IXC experiments requires resorting to a spacer with varying Fermi

surface. The present experiment allows the spacer material to be kept
the same while the energy is varied, thus eliminating uncertainties such

as varying film morphology.

w) Some models of IXC assume a free electron like character foi the

carrier of IXC within the spacer [32, 33], while other authors stiess the

importance of QWS |32, 33, 36, 37]. In our experiment, both models

give rise to A(E) oc {E-EBzf- Within the QWS model, 3 - - 1/2, see

ALP(E). Free electrons, if sampled at integer number of layers |35, 37],
have a singularity as well, albeit with ß = — 1. The experimental value

of ß, sec Fig. 3.1, indicates that a QWS model is more suitable to

describe electrons within the Cu spacer.

3.5 Reflected Intensity for Co on Cu(100)

In this section the electron beam is not polarized. In the energv range

from 6 to 13 eY' Ave see monolayer oscillations m the electron reflectivity

(Fig. 3.6 a,b). Because the growth of cobalt on copper is almost laver

by layer [4], Ave explain these oscillations with the change m suiface

smoothness when the growth of each monolayer is completed — sim¬

ilarly to the one mono-laver oscillations observed in RHEED [16, 38].
If avc subtract the fitted oscillations we see a depression over the first

two atomic layers (Fig. 3.6 d). As the sample stalls to be ferromag¬
netic at 1.6 AL (see Fig. 3.5), avc attribute this feature to the onset of

ferromagnetic order. Whethei this is due to eg magnetostriction, Ave

do not know vet.
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4

Figure 3 6: LEED Intensity of Co on Cu(lOO), the election energy is

12 7 eV: a) measured data (vertical scale in million counts), the asymptotic

decay is caused by the dying election source, b) intensitv divided bv the

exponential decay, c) ûtted oscillations, d) ßtted oscillations subtracted.
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Chapter 4

Interlayer Exchange

Coupling

Magnetic films separated by a non-magnetic metallic spacer can couple

magnetically through the non-magnetic spacer lavei i39, 40) and the

coupling oscillates typically between ferromagnetic and antifcrromag-
netic. Since the discovery of this effect, the coupling has been subject
of much experimental and theoretical interest. Many different svstems

were investigated (for an overview see e.g. reviews by Stiles [331 and

Bruno 132]). To give an idea about the mechanism I will sketch the

theory, following Stiles [33] and Bruno [32].
In a metal (in our experiments a copper single crystal) all electron

states up to the Fermi energy Ep are filled. We introduce tAAro magnetic
films A and B (cobalt) inside the crystal (the distance between them is

D). Noav the electrons see two potential barriers. Some of the electrons

in the spacer are reflected at these barriers. The phase shift for a

complete round trip is

A0 = 2k\D -i ö t + qb

Avherc èyB are the (quantum) phase shifts due to a reflection. If Aè —

2?î7t (n an integer) the interferences are constructive, if A<6 = (2rH L)tt
the interferences are destructi\-e. This affects the density of states in the

spacei. The change in total ground state energy due to these reflections

is the integral over all electrons within the spacer:

\E(D) = I
"

dE{E - EF)An(E. D) (4.1)
/- CO

Avhere An(E.D) is the change in the density of states of an electron

with energy E. As oui films are magnetic, the potential barriers are

22



different for electrons Avith spin parallel or antiparallel to the magne¬

tization. This leeds to a difference in the total energy for both Co

films magnetized parallel or antiparallel. This difference is responsible
for the coupling. In Eq. (4.1) Ave have to integiafe ovci all states m

the first Brillouin zone. The integrand contains oscillating components
with different periods, depending on the energy. Due to cancellation,

just those periods corresponding to extremal Fermi-surface spanning
vectors survive [41]. This leeds to the asvmptotic (large D) coupling

energy per unit area for spherical |42] Fermi surface of

* ~
.4

/,
|2 i jj |2 ,,jD j-,

,\ Sltl(2fcpl) 4- (p)
I I ''up I ' M idown I ^l-nup-ftdownl ) 7^2

(4.2)
-^up(down) is the reflection amplitude for an electron with spin parallel

(antiparallel) to the magnetization. We have oscillations with A —

itjky and a decay like 1/D2.
To perform coupling experiments, we have deposited a Cu wedge be¬

tween the Co films. This wedge acts as a spacer Avith variable thickness

(Fig. 4.1). To determine the coupling energy we used MOKE, which

measures the strength of the antiferromagnetic coupling by recording

directly magnetic field required to obtain parallel alignment of both Co

films (see Fig. 1.2c)

Figure 1.1: Wedge Structures: a) Co/Cu/Co/Cu(100), b) additional cop¬

per cap layer. The lateral size of our structures is about 4 mm. The slope

of the wedge is 10 AL/mm and the typical thickness for a Co him is 5 AL.

h

2?r2

kFvF
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4.1 Variable Spacer-Thickness

In a Co/Cu(100) tri-lavei system two different periods A = 2.5 AL and

A = 5.5 AL can be observed. The relative strength of the oscillations

associated with the two periods depends on the temperature at which

the Cu spacer was grown and the measurement Avas performed.

i) Growth and measurements at room température: A is easy to

identify [43], A is rather weak (or not visible at all). The roughness of

the upper Co/Cu interface disturbs the small period.

n) Grown at measured at lower temperature (170 K): The small

period dominates the spectra. The thickness fluctuations are smaller

and the experimental data are closer to the theoretical expectations

[6,44].

4.1.1 Temperature Dependence

Systems grown at 170 K and measured at different temperatures show

a temperature dependence of the exchange coupling strength [3]. The

tempeiature dependence is stronger then expected by theory [32, 41]
and only partiallv reversible. The presence of two periods A and A

makes the interpretation difficult.

Hoav is the temperature dependence for systems deposited at room

temperature? After depositing the strtictuie at 300 K Ave performed a

series of measurements repeatedly scanning the temperature bctAveen

300 K and 50 K. The coupling is shown m Fig. 4.2 (a and c at 300 K,
b and d at 50 K). All curves are dominated bv the large period (A-5.5

ML), dire changes at spacer thickness between 13 AL and 20 AL are not

reversible. This suggest a structural change. But foi spacer thickness

larger than 20 AL the plots corresponding to the same temperature are

very similai.

What does theory predict? By assuming Fermi-Dirac statistics

(mav be theie aie additional contributions. Almeida et al [45] pro¬

posed a model of spin wave interactions in magnetic multilayers) Bruno

[32] calculates the temperature dependence of the coupling strength to

be

UAT0 = ^f^=r (4.3)

Avith

—

~7T^'B
Ca~

hi?
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Figure 4.2: Coupling field versus spacer thickness, wedge structure like

Fig. 4.1a, both Co films are 7 AL thick, all films were evaporated at room

temperature: a) measured at room temperature, b) cooled clown to 50 K

and measured again, c) back at room temperature, d) cooled a second time

a,t 50 K. For the first two peaks (5.5 AL and 11 AL) the field was not strong

enough to saturate the magnetization

where a labels the spanning vector, vF its Fermi velocity, kB the Boltz-

mann constant and D the spacer thickness. Our length unit is the

spacing between atomic planes (AL). Drchal et al. [46] compute the

temperature dependence of IXC bv employing an ab initio approach.
Thev found good agreement bv setting c\ — 1.9 • 10 i K LAL_1 (short

period) and c\ = 2.75 • MC1 K LAIA1 (long period).

We compare this theory Avith the experiment (Fig. 4.2). The the¬

oretically expected temperature dependence is in average about two
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times smaller then in the experiment (Table 4.1). For larger spacer

thickness it is even smaller. To get the experimental temperature de¬

pendence CA,exp has to be 3.7 10"l K-1ALT

Peak at A" m Experiment Theory j
31 AL « 3.9 2.4 ]
36 AL « 6.7 3.1

41 AL ^ 10 4.1

Table 4.1: £(N, 50 K)/£(N, 300 K). Relative change in exchange en¬

ergy at different temperatures 50 K and 300 K. The experimental val¬

ues are derived from Fig. 4.2. The theoretical values are calculated with

cA=2.75-10~4 K XAL~{

4.2 Variable Cu Cap Layer

De Vries et al. [47] investigated IXC of the Co/Cu system with a vari¬

able cap layer. Thev used a double wedge structure: the first wedge

was used as a spacer and the second one (turned by 90°) as a cap layer.

To protect the structure, thev deposited an additional gold film on top.

They found an oscillatory change m some antiferromagnetic coupling

peaks as a function of the cap la\rer thickness. The period is about

5 AL. Bounouh et al. [48] did theoretical and experimental studies

about Co/Au tri-layers. In the experiment the oscillations were verv

weak.

We worked in the following wav: after growing both Co films and

the spacer wedge betAveen them, we performed simultaneous groAvth of

the cap laver and scans with MOKE. Fig. 4.3 maps the coupling as a

function of the spacer thickness D and the cap layer thickness T. The

contour plot is derived from 44 scans at different cap laA-ci thicknesses.

We clearlv observe changes in the strength and the sign of the coupling
due to the cap layer.

In Fig. 4.4 the corresponding Fourier poAver spectrum is shown.

Both the long and short periods are visible. In addition, they occur in

tAvo different directions of the Fourier space.
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The strongest peaks are along the horizontal axis (in Fig 4.3 out

of range), and indicate oscillations as a function of D at fixed cap

thickness T

(2txD \ (2ixD
A cos | ——- -4- Oi 1 -+- a cos I

—p
+- 0? j •

4,4)

There are weaker peaks on one diagonal

27r(D-f T) \ /2tt(D-+7')
B cos ( —i—; '- + 03 + h cos —i— + c/)i I (4.5)

A A

and a verv week peak on the ordinate with the small period: cos(
(»])

The observed periods are A=5.5 AL and A-=2.5 AL.

2ixT

__(-

C

15

10

5 V

0 J . l L 1 1 I J i_ 1 ^ J Lj Jl J I 1 i_L^l J L L

0 10 20 30 40 50

T [ML]

Figure 4.5: Interlayer exchange coupling of Cu/Co(3 AL)/Cu(19 AL)/

Co(5 AL)/Cu(100) as a function of the top Cu film thickness. Films grown

at room temperature. The cap layer changes the sign of the coupling, a) Hys¬

teresis loops at 11 AL- antiferromagnetic and b) at 13 AL: ferromagnetic,

for both loops H~mai —50 Oe.

One interesting feature is not dearlv Atsiblc from the contour plots
of Fig. 4.3. namely the SAvitch of sign. Foi the purpose of optimally

detecting this feature, avo have kept the spacei thickness constant and

perform MOKE expeinnents during the growth of the cap lavei (this
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corresponds to a vertical line scan in Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.5 we plot the

result for D = 19 AL. The cap layer changes the coupling between

ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic with the period A = 5.5 AL,

Theory predicts that oscillations decay like 1/(1) 4- L2 4 T)2 for

IXC oscillations at 0 K [32, 49. 50]. To take into consideration finite

temperatures the factor t\(D, T) -- c\DT'/'sinhfcaDT) (Eq. 4.3) has to

be multiplied. Fig. 4.6 sIioavs a IXC measurement at room temperature.
The dotted line is an envelopes for 7' = 0 K. The dashed and solid lines

are envelopes for T — 300 K, calculated with different coefficients ca'

the theoretically expected coefficient is [461 c,\ - 2.75 10~4 IC lAL l

(dashed) and that which best fits the experimental data is (c\ — i 9

fO
4 K ]AL L).

Figure 1.6: Shift field of Cu/Co(5 AL)/Cu(20.5 AL)/Co(3.5 AL)/Cu(100)
as a function of the top Cu film thickness. All films grown at room

temperature. Dotted line oc 1/(L? + D + T)2, dashed and solid: oc

(eADT){smli{cxDTyrl(L2 + D + Ty2 with cA th -=2.75 -KT1 K^AIA1

[16] (dashed) and c,^cip=1.8 -i0~4 K~lAL [
(solid).

As mentioned in chapter 2 (p. 10) our Cu(100) crystal has a miscut

of 0.7°. This miscut induces a tAvo-fold magnetic anisotropy (in addi¬

tion to the four-fold ciwstal anisotropy). So far aat have applied our

external field along the easy magnetization axis (the direction which

is preferred by spins). Measuring perpendicular to the easy axis has

the adA'antages that even Avithout antiferromagnetic coupling the loops
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are shifted [5, 6. 51] (see also Fig. A.l). There is a background m our

curves. On this background it is easier to see the oscillations due to

IXC. The disadvantage is that the measured shift is caused by a mixture

of amsotropv and coupling. However, the anisotropy changes of a Co

film induced by a Cu film on top are small [3, 52]. In Fig. 4.7 avc show

a plot of the shift field taken in the "perpendicular-to-easy-axis-mode":
The Co-Cu-Co structure feels the interface between Cu cap laver and

0 20 40 60 80 100

T[AL]

Figure 4.7: Shift field of Cu/Co(6 Al)/Cu(26 AL)/Co(6 AL)/Cu(100) as

a function of the top Cu film thickness, measured perpendicular to the easy

axis. The first Co film was grown at room temperature, the other films were

deposited on cooled sample (170 K until starting growth of cap laver, the

temperature was drifting linearly up to 230 K). Dotted: difference between

both lines a (cxDT)\sinh(cADT)]-l(L7 + D + T)~2 cA =1.8 -10~A FT1 AL-1.

the vacuum at distances as far as 100 AL! The Fourier power spectrum

displays both periods A and A, the shorter one decaying faster than

the longer one. (A similar measurement at room temperature is given
in the Appendix A, Fig. A.l.)
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4.3 Variable Co Film Thickness

So fai avc investigated alwavs structures Avith constant Co film thick¬

ness. Does the thickness of the magnetic films affect the IXC? Okuno et

al. [53. 51] investigated the svstem Fe/Cr(100). They found oscillatory
behaviors as a function of the Fe laA'er thickness. Bloemen et al. [551
htudicd the first Iavo antiferromagnetic peaks of the Co/Cu(100) svs¬

tem. They found 6 7 A (« 3.5 AL), but AA'ith rather poor experimental
data.

We grow a structure like Fig. 4. la. When Ave groAvth the second Co

film we scan the sample with MOKE. This allows us to map the IXC

as a function of both the spacer- and top Co film thickness (Fig. 4.8).
Beside the expected oscillations as a function of the spacer thickness

Ave see also oscillations as a function of the Co thickness. The period is

aoout 2 ML. For thin spacer laver thickness the changes are dramatic.
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Figure 4.8: Shift field of Co/Cu/Co(7 AL)/Cu(100) as a function of the

Co and Cu film thicknesses. Contour plot with 8 Oe per line.

More details of the dependence of IXC on the Co thickness are

obtained from experiments Avhere only the Co thickness is varied. In

Fig. 4.9 (same measurement as in Fig. A.l) the spacer layer is 21 AL

thick. In Fig. 1.9c the coupling is oscillating as a function of L2 Avith a

period of 2 AL. The thickness of the Co is cross checked Avith with the

monolayer oscillations in Fig. 4.9a [16].
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Figure 4.9: Upper part: shift field (black, white points), coercitive field

(gray). Lower part: saturation magnetization (black, white points), rema-

nence (gray). Measured during growth at room temperature, a) First Co

layer: monolayer oscillations b) Cu layer [6], c) second Co layer: oscillations

with À =2 AL and weak monolayer oscillations at the begin.
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4.4 Comparison with Theory

Among the many numerical and analytical calculations of IXC [32, 33,

56, 57, 58], Ave concentrate on the model proposed by Bruno.

4.4.1 Quantum Well Model

Bruno [59] Avrote for Aveak confinement the folloAving formula:

8-w-rn
Im < r. 2p2ikp D

Ev - E\V

c2ik) In Jikili

T H

,2tAl

*Y

-,2ikF(D+T) C
2ikf Li

n-i i +l,

2ikil?

D±T

If
"

/2ikpIj2+2ikt,Lj_

(£+1±±z,±lT
4-

02ikt,(L\-tLi)

ui+l:

(4.6)
where L{, D, L2 and T are the thicknesses of layers, deposited in this

order, r,»2 and rv are the complex reflectivities due to a serai infinite

steps with height 1
'

(magnetic half space) and W (vacuum) respec¬

tively. \rv\ = f, because the vacuum barrier is higher then the particle

energy. The meaning of each summand is Ausualized in Fig. 4.10. We

compare this formula Avith the experimental result.

?) On page p. 28 the terms observed m the experimental spectra

Fig. 4.4 are listed. The term (4.4) corresponds to the the uppei line in

Eq. (4.6). The term in square braces in Rq. (4 6) does not oscillate foi

fixed L{o. The term just in front of it is the only one oscillating as a

function of T. The analog to term (4.5).

11) The term in square braces in Eq. (4.6) falls off like « 1/(7)4-T +
L)2 (if L is small compared to D + T the additional L in the dominât or

of some terms does not affect the sum much, further kp is not far

away from kF). In Fig. 4.6 (p. 29) the dotted line is proportional to

1/{D + T + L)2.
in) The oscillations as a function of one Co layer thickness (period

2 AL) could not be explained. In Eq. (4.6) all terms oscillating with L2

do also oscillate as a function of D with about the same period. The

qualitative agreement is good when the Cu film thicknesses arc varied.
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Figure 4.10: IXC model: If the magnetization is parallel to their spin the

electrons see a potential \", otherwise the potential vanishes Four possi¬

ble configurations- a), b) ferromagnetic coupling, el, d) antiterromagrietic

coupling Only a) and c) are relevant. The IXC energy is the difference ot

these configurations. Each term in Eq. (4.6) coiiesponds to a closed path,

connecting interfaces of both magnetic films. The interferences change the

density of states and this affects the energy The numbers in the figure indi¬

cate the position. Terms with more then two reflections (leading to shorter

oscillation periods) arc neglected in Eq. (4.6).

But because [fed is small compared to |r,,|. the terms in line tAvo and

three dominate for D > T (see contour plot in [59]). The experiment

shows just the opposite.

4.4.2 Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida Model

An other approach to calculate the mterlavei exchange coupling is the

Rudennan-Kittel-Kasuva-Yosida (RKKY) model. Baltenspergei and

Helman [49, 50] found for the mteilaA^er exchange coupling of two in¬

finitely thin magnetic planes in a metal half space the following formula:

t

st
—

mi'Af
m

AAAAiAZI {G(2kFD) - 2G[2kt {D + 2')] + G[2kF(D + 2T)]}

(4.7)
Avith

G<-)~-
Si(c) sm(i') 4~ veos(r) sm(i;)

2H
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where D is the spacer and T is the cap lavei thickness. kF has to be

equal (tt/A) or (tt/A). I and I' are the magnetization directions.

We try to relate the terms in 4.7 to the term recorded in the exper¬

iments (Fig. 4.1, p. 27):

• The first term in Eq. (4.7) corresponds to the term (4.4).

• The second to the teim (4.5).

• The last one is not observed in the experimental spectra (no point,

at (AjT),A'i) = (0.2,0.4)). but this is indeed the weakest term m

Eq. (4.7).

• The decay ex 1/(D + T)2 of Eq. (1.7) is similar to the decay in

Fig. 4.6.

In Fig. 4.11 AA'e shoAv a contour plot of Eq. (4.7) with Iavo different kF.

The Aveight of the Iavo periods Avas chosen to fit the experimental results.

The Fourier spectrum Fig. 4.12 reproduces well the experimental one.
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MUKJbj Oscillations

Summary

Fig.A.l is a summary of some oscillatory effects observed in thin mag¬

netic films. MOKE and groAvth AArcre simultaneously performed.
First Co film:

Because the measurement in Fig.A.l was performed perpendicular to

the easy anisotropy axis, the hysteresis loops Avere shifted (almost no

remanence). Mono-layer oscillations are visible in the shift field. [16].
First Cu film:

Shortly after starting the growth of a copper layer the shift field de¬

creases dramatically [52] and starts oscillating with a period of about

5.5 AL [6].
Second Go film:

The second cobalt film is coupling Avith the first one. We observe two

peaks (see section 1.3).
Second Cu film-

The coupling field is oscillating as described in section 4.2. There are

tAvo periods (A = 2.5 AL and A = 5.5 AL): the short one is lather

Aveak, but the long period is visible for about 70 AL. In the coercitive

held avc can identify the short penod very clearly.
1st and 2nd Cu film:

We find an other kind of oscillation with ASAt « 15 AL in the saturation

magnetization (see [3] and references therein).
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Figure A.l: MOKE measurements performed at room temperature during

growth for Cu/Co/Cu/Co/Cu(lOO). Applied field perpendicular to the easy-

axis.
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Asymmetry Due to a Step

To explain the origin of the exchange asymmetry in terms of the ex¬

change energy v we consider a semi infinite quantum well. Electrons

with spin parallel (anti-parallel) see a potential step U + v(U — a). The

leflection probabilities (see quantum mechanics text books) for both

spin directions are

9

V

This gives the spin asvmmetn

(vT v/r±r - r)
(vT

-+- vTÄTT- r)"

A =
-''up -*Hlo\vn

1'np ~T -flflown

2 vT (y/V- r - V (2 U + v-V) + VïT+l^J' (-2 U + u + V))
_

_

^
^ 4-yT~y7r__ r _ r vTT^frTr^TcA^ r + fV5

For v <C K AA^e have

.4*-/ îr" 2!'

,U-V Y

and if also V >• V

~
___ _ ._

lThe reflection probabilities for e = 0 and C y>> Y~: R « 77^772).
'6 (J2
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Appendix C

RKKY, Two Magnetic Slabs

Baltcnspergcr [50] derived also a formula for two magnetic slabs in a

semi infinite non-magnetic metal:

^ _

—aa'ï Vkj-m
S2
—

^3 x-G2[2kFD]
+G/2kF (D + Li)\

+G2\'2kF(D-r L2)]

-G2[2kF(D + U+L2)]

+G2[2kF(D + 2T + L2)]

-G2[2kF(n + 2T-r 2L2)J

-G2[2kF {D + 2T + L^ + L2)]

+G2[2kP(D + 2T + Ll 4 2L2)]

-lkFL2[Gi[2kp (D A T 4- Li 4- L2)}

-Gi[2kF{D + T + L2)f

(C.t)

Avere

«.00 =

T
+

Si(r)'
r 4-

sin(t') + v cos(r) cos(«)

ana

G2(v) —

Si(r

V

(sinUO -t- i'cos(v)) sin(/'

I and I' are the magnetization directions, o is the coupling con¬

stant with dimension energy x length, D is the spacer T the cap layer
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thickness. L\ is the thickness of the Co film who was evaporated first.

kF has to be equal (tt/A) or (tt/A),
The lines marked with 4. f and J conespond to the three terms

in Eq. 4.7. The terms *. t and the decay for large T fit with the

experimental data, the term f do not (but t is small, it was neglected
in Eq. (1.6)). If we choose realistic Co film thicknesses the term f

dominates.
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